Acoustic chiasm. III: Nature, distribution, and sources of afferents to the lateral superior olive in the cat.
The outcomes of seven experiments are reported, each directed to the nature and sources of the excitation and inhibition impinging on the lateral superior olive (LSO) in cats. In the first experiment, we used conventional 14C 2-DG methods to determine the specificity, precision, and extent of symmetry in the stimulation reaching LSO from the ipsilateral and contralateral ears. In Experiment 2, we sought the presence of GABA and glycine receptors in LSO using conventional, in vitro receptor-binding methods. On the basis of these results, we used in vitro high-affinity uptake methods in Experiment 3 to seek evidence that some of the terminals as well as the receptors in LSO are glycinergic. In Experiment 4, we used immunocytochemical methods to show that the somata known to supply the contralateral projections to LSO, and their terminals in LSO, are each immunoreactive with an antibody directed to a glycine-protein conjugate. In Experiment 5, we made use of a glycinergic neuron's avidity for transporting glycine retrogradely to label the likely sources of the glycinergic terminals in LSO. In Experiment 6, we used immunocytochemical methods to show that the spherical and globular cells of the ventral cochlear nucleus and terminals in LSO and in MTB are glutamatergic and/or aspartergic. In Experiment 7, we used receptor binding methods to determine whether the glutamate/aspartate receptors in LSO are probably of the kainate or of the quisqualate type. The results of the several experiments suggest that probably glutamate-quisqualate synapses mediate LSO's ipsilaterally driven excitatory responses and glycinergic synapses mediate its contralaterally driven inhibitory responses. The two types of input appear to be well matched in LSO's medial and middle limbs with glycinergic terminals mostly perisomatic and glutamatergic terminals mostly peridendritic. However, LSO's low frequency lateral limb appears to be somewhat different; it receives less stimulation from the contralateral ear. Instead, LSO's lateral limb may receive some of its glycinergic input directly from the ipsilateral ventral cochlear nucleus and/or indirectly via the juxtaposed lateral nucleus of the trapezoid body.